Abstract. We investigate one-dimensional families of diagonal forms, considering the evolution of the asymptotic formula and error term. We then discuss properties of the average asymptotic formula obtained. The subsequent second moment analysis precipitates an effective means of computing p-adic densities of zeros for large primes p.
Introduction
The study of families of integral forms has long been espoused by arithmetic geometers in order to understand fundamental differences in the prevalences of rational points of forms. The idea of counting zeros on average, however, seems to be recent, and has been quite successful in extracting information about typical behaviour in situations where the anomalies have not been classified [2, 6, 14] . Much of the inspiration for this paper is owed to recent work of Brüdern and Dietmann [6] . By averaging over all coefficients in a range far exceeding the box length B, they demonstrated the Hasse principle for almost all degree k diagonal forms in just 3k + 2 variables. Our goal is to see what can be achieved using as little averaging as possible.
Let k 3 be an integer. Let h 1 , . . . , h s be polynomials of degree d > 1 with integer coefficients, being pairwise relatively prime in Q[t] and having no integer roots. In the case that k is even, we assume that the leading coefficients of the h i do not all have the same sign. For positive integers t B δ , where δ is a small positive constant, we first estimate the number N(B, t) of integral solutions x ∈ [−B, B] We will see that K = CG. We will show in Lemma 3.1 that T
−1
t T G(t) converges to G as T → ∞. If the variance of the singular series were zero then KB s−k t −d would be a good approximation to N(B, t) for almost all t. Then there exists a positive-valued arithmetic function ρ(t), decreasing to 0, such that the following statement holds for almost all positive integers t: if B t 1/δ then |N(B, t)t d B k−s − K| < ρ(t).
This would be a beautiful estimate, well behaved and independent of any singular series. Unfortunately the variance is positive almost surely. Theorem 1.4. Let h 1 , . . . , h s be as defined in the preamble to Theorem 1.1, and assume that they are irreducible in Q [t] . Then T
−1 t T (G(t) − G)
2 converges to a positive real number.
The assumptions on h 1 , . . . , h s are mild. Indeed, almost all degree d polynomials with integer coefficients are irreducible in Q[t] and therefore have no integer root (see [12] or [15, p. 365] ). Moreover, almost all s-tuples of such polynomials are pairwise relatively prime in Q[t]. Theorem 1.1 ought to bear no surprises, but note that the coefficients are non-negligible in terms of the box size, and that the constants C and ε do not depend on t. We omit the case k = 2 for simplicity, as one would expect a Kloosterman [11] or Heath-Brown [10] approach to produce the asymptotic formula (1.2) with just s 4 variables, subject to an assumption on dδ. Theorem 1.2 provides the estimate KB s−k for the weighted average T −1 t T N(B, t)t d , with a uniform power saving in the error term. This is an elegant estimate, independent of any singular series and independent of T . Theorem 1.4 shows that the singular series G(t) fluctuates not insignificantly about its mean value G. Our proof requires us to compare p-adic densities of zeros for large primes p, so we develop an effective method to compute these. To the author's knowledge, this is the first such method. Note that one could use the second part of [20, Lemma 10 .2] to establish our results for any s 2k 2 − 2k, but this would require a stronger assumption on dδ.
We now elaborate briefly on previous related work, referring the reader to the introduction of [6] for a more detailed account. Poonen and Voloch [16] considered the set of all integral forms of degree k 2 in s 3 variables, for a given (k, s) = (2, 3), demonstrating that a positive proportion of such forms are everywhere locally soluble. Browning and Dietmann [3] proved an additive analogue of this result for s 4, and also showed that almost all additive forms of degree k 2 in s = 3 variables admit no nontrivial integral solutions. It appears that average solution-counting was pioneered by Breyer in his doctoral thesis [2] . Brüdern and Dietmann subsequently strengthened his results to produce the aforementioned paper [6] , and undertook parallel research for Diophantine inequalities in [5] . Madlener applied similar techniques to two problems in his dissertation [14] , in particular considering a thinner s-dimensional family where the coefficients are ϕ 1 (a 1 ), . . . , ϕ s (a s ) for fixed polynomials ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ s of the same degree d, and showing that O(k) variables suffice for almost all forms in this family to satisfy the Hasse principle. Note that in [2] , [6] and [14] it is necessary for the coefficients to be much greater than B in absolute value, in order to interchange the rôles of coefficients and variables.
For 3 k 6 in Theorem 1.1, our assumptions on s and dδ present a trade-off between the number of variables needed and the allowed size of the coefficients h i (t). Assuming that s 2k 2 − 2 we may, for any k 3, allow coefficients of size ≍ B 1/3−ε . With t d = B 1/3−ε and m = max |h i (t)|, Theorem 1.1 gives an asymptotic formula for the number of solutions x to equation (1.1) satisfying 0 < |x| ≪ m 3+ε whenever s 2k 2 − 2. If one is interested only in upper bounds for the height |x| of a smallest nontrivial zero x of a diagonal form in s variables, with m the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients, then more can be said. Schmidt [17] We adopt the convention that ε denotes an arbitrarily small positive number, so that its value may differ between instances. The implicit constants in Vinogradov and Landau notation depend at most on k, s, d, δ, h 1 , . . . , h s and ε. Almost all means proportion 1, and similarly for almost surely. Bold face will be used for vectors, for instance we shall abbreviate (x 1 , . . . , x s ) to x and write |x| = max |x i |. The letter p is reserved for prime numbers. A kth power residue modulo m is a kth power of some x ∈ (Z/mZ) × . Denote by F q the finite field of order q.
The author is very grateful towards Trevor Wooley for his enthusiastic supervision. Thanks also to Adam Morgan for his invaluable help with Lemmas 2.2 and 4.6.
The circle method
We show, a fortiori, that there exists C > 0 such that
whenever t B δ is a positive integer, since we will also need this to prove Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.3. Let t B δ be a positive integer. Let
and put f i (γ) = f (γh i (t)) for i = 1, 2, . . . , s. Fix an integer λ such that |h i (t)| λt d uniformly in i and t. We begin with the assumptions s 2 k + 1 and dδ < 2 1−k . If a 0 and q > 0 are integers, let M(q, a) be the set of α ∈ (0, 1) such that |qα − a|
The following is the crux of the minor arc analysis.
Lemma 2.1. Let α ∈ m and c = h i (t) for some i. Then
Proof. Let p be the set of real numbers β such that if q > 0 is coprime to a and |qβ − a| (2kB k−1 ) −1 then q > B. First suppose that αc ∈ p. By Dirichlet's approximation theorem [19, Lemma 2 .1], we may choose coprime q > 0 and a such that q 2kB k−1 and |αcq − a| (2kB k−1 ) −1 . Since αc ∈ p, we have q > B, and the bound (2.2) follows from Weyl's inequality [19, Lemma 2.4] .
Thus, we may assume that αc / ∈ p. Now there exist coprime integers q > 0 and a such that q B and |αcq − a| (2kB 
so we may assume that q B k/2 k−1 . Write a/c =ã/c withc > 0 and (ã,c) = 1.
In particular q|αc−a/q| ≫ (B k−k/2 k−1 ) −1 which, via the bound (2.3), completes the proof.
Periodicity and Hua's lemma [19 
and Hölder's inequality now gives
Combining this with Lemma 2.1 on the remaining variables, we get
This completes our treatment of the minor arcs m.
whenever q > 0 and a are integers. We begin by considering some c = h i (t) and α ∈ M(q, a), where q Q and (a, q) = 1. Write c/q =c/q withq > 0 and (c,q) = 1, and note that
Since |qα − a| (2kλB
when α ∈ M(q, a) ⊆ M, and let
The identity (2.7) and the bound (2.8) give
so, using the bound (2.4),
where
In light of our assumptions s 2 k + 1 and dδ < 2 1−k , we now have
Next we estimate X s . Let 10) and note that
First we consider J s (q). By a change of variables,
. By [6, Lemma 3.1], the integral
is a positive real number. The classical bound [19, Theorem 7.3] gives
14) Next we consider G(t, q). By the identity (2.7) and [19, Theorem 4.2] ,
We now exploit the fact that h 1 , . . . , h s are pairwise relatively prime in Q[t].
Lemma 2.2. Let q and t be positive integers. Then
uniformly in t and q.
Proof. For each pair h i , h j with i = j, perform Euclid's algorithm in Q[t] and clear denominators to give a positive integer m ij and polynomials
17) and this bound depends only on the polynomials h i and h j . Note that if x, y ∈ N then (x, q)(y, q) (xy, q)(x, y). This shows by induction on n s that
The inequalities (2.15) and (2.16) yield
so, by equation (2.12) and the inequality (2.14),
The identity (2.11) and the bound (2.18) give
and
The error bounds (2.5), (2.9), (2.19) and (2.21) yield
There exists a constant C > 0 such that
for positive integers t.
Proof. We may assume that t is large in terms of h 1 , . . . , h s . First assume that k is odd. By a change of variables,
where h = (h 1 (t), . . . , h s (t)). The strategy is to change the order of integration and use Fourier inversion. It transpires that it is of key importance that a certain function yet to appear is of bounded variation. We begin by tweaking the integral so that this will follow easily. For 0 < ρ < 1 put
For S ⊆ (−1, 1) s , let
By Fubini's theorem we deduce
Write a s = |h s (t)|,
Changing variables from ζ s to u = h · ζ shows that a
For real numbers u, let
The function V ρ (·) is compactly supported. To show that it is of bounded variation, we show that the gradient (
Since the numerator is bounded, it suffices to consider 0 < |u − v| < a s ρ/2. Here
The integral I is bounded because the integrand is bounded, while the quantity J is bounded because the integrand is bounded and the volume of integration is O(|u − v|). The function V ρ (·) is therefore of bounded variation. Using the Fourier inversion theorem,
By the monotone convergence theorem V ρ (0) → V (0) as ρ → 0 + . Equations (2.23) and (2.24) now give
. . . , s, let c i denote the leading coefficient of the polynomial h i . Put
Since η i = (1 + O(1/t))ζ i for i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1 and
Observe that η s = −c The Jacobian determinant is
Note that h i (t)/(c i t d ) > 0 for all i, since t is large. Recall equation (2.26), and let
Next we establish that
where ∆ = R 1 ∆R 2 is the symmetric difference. For any (η 1 , . . . , η s−1 ) ∈ ∆, there exist i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} satisfying
Hence ∆ = ∪ j ∆ j , where ∆ j is the set of (η 1 , . . . , η s−1 ) ∈ ∆ such that the conditions (2.29) are met for some i. Changing variables from η j to η s (if j = s) shows that
for j = 1, 2, . . . , s, which proves the inequality (2.28). Recalling equation (2.27), we now have
where we define the positive constant
To see that C < ∞, observe that the same procedure with c 1 , . . . , c s in place of h 1 (t), . . . , h s (t) yields
which, by [19, Theorem 7.3] , is well defined. This establishes Lemma 2.3 in the case that k is odd. Suppose now that k is even. We follow closely the case where k is odd, so the notation is the same unless otherwise indicated. We now have
For i = 1, 2, . . . , s, let c i denote the leading coefficient of h i , and without loss of generality c s > 0. Put a s = h s (t). Since t is large, we have a s > 0. We derive
Continuing to follow the case where k is odd, we deduce that
With η s = −c −1
By changing variables with
and hence
The c i are not all of the same sign, so R 2 has nonempty interior, so C > 0, and C < ∞ because, as in the odd case,
Combining Lemma 2.3 with the inequalities (2.20) and (2.22) gives
which yields the error bound (2.1) subject to the hypotheses s 2 k + 1 and dδ < 2 1−k . It remains to discuss the case where 
Thus, by periodicity and [20, Theorem 10.1] we have, for i = 1, 2, . . . , s,
Now, by Hölder's inequality,
For the major arcs we follow the previous analysis, mutatis mutandis, so the notation is the same unless otherwise indicated. 
Invoking [20, Lemma 10.2] and using periodicity now yields
In light of our assumptions (2.30), we now have
This time
and we again have the error bound (2.14), but with Q = λt d B/(2k). The remainder of the analysis is identical, and we conclude that
with C > 0 as in Lemma 2.3. We now have the error bound (2.1) under the hypotheses (2.30) also, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Averaging on the singular series
Recalling equations (1.3), (2.6) and (2.10), we note that
The inequality (2.18) ensures that ∞ q=1 S(q) converges absolutely, so G ∈ C. The following is the key to Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.1. The constant G is a positive real number, and
Proof. We begin by demonstrating the asymptotic formula (3.2). Recall equations (2.6) and (2.10), and recall that T is a positive integer. For a given positive integer q, let r = r(q, T ) denote the remainder when T is divided by q. By periodicity modulo q, we have
Recalling equation (2.11), we now have
Noting that r(q, T ) = T when q > T , the inequality (2.18) now gives
This yields equation (3.2), since
Next we establish that G is a positive real number. By following the proof of [19, Lemma 2.11], we deduce that S(·) is multiplicative. Since S(·) is multiplicative and G = ∞ q=1 S(q) converges absolutely, we have the absolutely convergent Euler product
In order to prove that G > 0 it remains to show that T (p) > 0 for each prime p. Let
where the inner summation is over x 1 , . . . , x s modulo q. By orthogonality, M(q) counts integer solutions to
with 1 x 1 , . . . , x s , t q. Writing r/q = a/d with d > 0 and (a, d) = 1 yields
where the inner summation is over x 1 , . . . , x s modulo d. Thus, upon recalling equations (2.6), (2.10) and (3.1), we have
In particular,
Let p τ k, and define
By the discussion on [19, p. 22] , the kth power residues modulo p γ are kth power residues modulo every power of p. solutions x modulo p r to the congruence (3.8). There are p (s−1)(r−γ−m) ways to choose x 2 , . . . , x s modulo p r such that
so it remains to show that, given any such x 2 , . . . , x s , there exists x 1 such that the congruence (3.8) is satisfied. Note that
Let p α a 1 , and let c be the multiplicative inverse of −a 1 p −α modulo p r . Then
is a kth power residue modulo p γ , and hence modulo every power of p. Thus there exists x 1 such that
which yields the congruence (3.8). We conclude that T (p) > 0 for every p, which shows that G is a positive real number.
Let K = CG with C as in §2. The estimate (2.1) and Lemma 3.1 imply Theorem 1.2, since T is a positive integer satisfying B ε ≪ T B δ .
Second moment analysis
We attack Proposition 1.3 by focusing on the singular series. 
|G(t) − G| < r(t)
for almost all positive integers t.
Proof. The result is trivial if G(t) = G for all t, so assume otherwise. Let
Define Υ : N → N by Υ(1) = 1 and, for m 2,
This is well defined, by our assumption (1.4), and Υ(m) is increasing to infinity, since A T is positive for large T . Define r(t) = m −1 if Υ(m) t < Υ(m + 1). Now r(t) is a positive-valued arithmetic function, decreasing to 0. Moreover,
By Lemma 4.1 and the bound (2.1), the following statement holds for almost all positive integers t:
Therefore there exists a positive constant c such that Proposition 1.3 holds with ρ(t) = c(r(t) + t −ε/δ ). Our final task is to establish Theorem 1.4. Let
The bound (2.18) ensures that the series (4.2) converges absolutely, so C ∈ C.
Lemma 4.2. The constant C is a positive real number, and
Proof. We begin by establishing the asymptotic formula (4.3). Our argument is similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 to establish the asymptotic formula (3.2). Write G t,q 1 ,q 2 = G(t, q 1 )G(t, q 2 ). Recall equations (2.6) and (2.10), and recall that T is a positive integer. For given positive integers q 1 and q 2 , let r = r(q 1 , q 2 , T ) denote the remainder when T is divided by q 1 q 2 . By periodicity modulo q 1 q 2 , we have
On noting that r(q 1 , q 2 , T ) = T when q 1 q 2 > T , the inequality (2.18) now gives
Using the calculation (3.3) with q = q 1 q 2 , we have
Furthermore,
Considering equation (4.6) and the inequalities (4.4), (4.5), (4.7) and (4.8) yields equation (4.3) . In particular T
−1 t T G(t)
2 converges to C as T → ∞ so, by Lemma 3.1,
so C is a real number with C G 2 > 0.
In view of equation (4.9) , in order to prove Theorem 1.4 it remains to show that C > G 2 . For positive integers t and q, let M t (q) count solutions x modulo q to the congruence (3.5). Then
(4.10)
The Chinese remainder theorem shows that M t (·) is multiplicative for any given t. For positive integers t and prime numbers p, define
The classical theory in [7, Chapters 5 and 8] tells us that T t (p) is a positive real number, that 12) and that
For positive integers q 1 and q 2 , let M(q 1 , q 2 ) count integer solutions to the system
with 1 t q 1 q 2 , 1 x 1 , . . . , x s q 1 and 1 y 1 , . . . , y s q 2 . By orthogonality,
where the summation is over 1 r 1 , x 1 , . . . , x s q 1 , 1 r 2 , y 1 , . . . , y s q 2 and 1 t q 1 q 2 . Recall equations (2.6), (2.10) and (4.1). By writing r i /q i = a i /d i with d i > 0 and (a i , d i ) = 1 for i = 1, 2, we can now deduce that
By considering the underlying congruences, we observe that
For each prime p, let
We showed that the series (4.2) converges absolutely so, a fortiori, the series (4.16) converges absolutely. Equation (4.14) yields
The identities (3.6), (4.10), (4.15) and (4.17), together with Cauchy's inequality, yield
Proof. Let R 2 be a real number, and put
The multiplicativity of q → M(q, q) and the identity (4.14) yield
and now equations (4.17) gives
where S(R) = {n ∈ N : if p|n then p R} is the set of R-smooth numbers. Recalling the definitions (4.1) and (4.2), as well as the inequality (2.18), we now see that
Proof. First we establish that f can be assumed to be monic. Put d = degf , and let a be the leading coefficient of f . Now a d−1 f is a monic irreducible polynomial in y = ax, with integer coefficients. For large p we know that p does not divide a, so applying the result for this polynomial yields the desired outcome.
With f monic, the Frobenius density theorem (see [9] or [18] ) yields infinitely many primes p for which there exist a 1 , . . . , a d ∈ F p such that
and there are infinitely many such p that do not divide the discriminant ∆ of f . Given such a prime p, the discriminant is nonzero in F p , so a i = a j whenever i = j. Now Hensel's lemma allows us to lift the a i to rootsã i ∈ Z p of f . Thus
is exactly divisible by p. Now p f (v), where v is any integer representing the image ofṽ under the isomorphism
By Lemma 4.6 we can choose an arbitrarily large prime p and an integer v such that p h s (v). Since p is large it does not divide h i (1) for any i, nor does it divide k, and by the inequality (2.17) it does not divide h i (v) for i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1. Let a ≡ 1 mod p and b ≡ v mod p 2 . Put g = (p − 1, k), let t be an integer, let r be a large positive integer, and write a i = h i (t) for i = 1, 2, . . . , s; we will consider t = a and t = b. Recall equation (4.13) , and that M t (p r ) counts integer solutions to
with 1 x 1 , . . . , x s p r . Since γ = 1 in equation (3.7), a kth power residue will mean modulo p, or equivalently modulo p y for any positive integer y.
Computation of T a (p). In this case p does not divide a i for any i. For a given solution x, let m be maximal such that p m |x i for all i, and let I denote the nonempty subset I = {i : p m x i }.
We count solutions with a specific m and I, in order to later sum the contributions from all m and I. We only need to consider m < r/k, for the number of solutions with p r |x For any choice of (x j ) j / ∈I there are A I /g choices for (y i ∈ (Z/pZ) × ) i∈I * yielding solutions y i 0 , and these lift to g We have simplified T a (p) sufficiently for our purposes, but note that A and hence T a (p) is easily computable in any specific instance.
Computation of T b (p)
. This is similar to the previous calculation. In this case p a s , and p does not divide a i for i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1. Let m < r/k be maximal such that p m |x i for i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1. Note that p m necessarily divides x s , since p 2 does not divide a s . Now put 
